
Kandinsky-22.06.20
LO: To create a background using a range of tools.

LO: To recreate & evaluate my own piece of artwork. 

Success Criteria:

* I can spread and apply paint to make a 

background using brushes and other tools.

* I can mix paint to create all the secondary colours.

*I can use chalk, pencil and pastels.

* I can create a piece of art in response to the work 

of another artist.

* I can improve my own work.



Range of tools
• Look at a range of tools you can use for painting. What can you find in your 

house that you could use as the roller? What could you use for the sponges? 

rollers

paint brushes sponges

• I have found a rolling pin, a washing up sponge and my thick and thin brushes.

• Ask your adult to demonstrate how to hold the different tools you may have. 

• With your adult discuss the difference in the effects each tool will create. 



Think back to last week- colour 
mixing

• There are three primary 
colours- these are red, yellow 
and blue. 

• By mixing two primary colours 
together we can make a 
secondary colour. 

• Can you remember the 
secondary colours you were 
able to make last week? 



Task 1- Miss Wright’s WAGOLL
• For the first task you are going to paint a background using paintbrushes, 

sponges and rollers and your primary colours for mixing. 

I mixed blue and yellow I rolled my rolling pin I rolled my rolling pin I then mixed red and yellow

to make green. through the paint making across my page until I had to create orange.

sure I didn’t get too much covered the page.

paint on it. 

I cut my sponge                   I pressed my sponge into           I applied my sponge I then mixed blue and  I painted purple circles
half. my orange and made sure         to my page ensuring I red to make purple. with my thin brush.

it was fully covered.                    pressed down hard 
enough.



Task 1

• Can you paint a background using paintbrushes, sponges, rollers? 
Your own backgrounds should be based on Kandinsky’s work. Here 
are some ideas: 

• Remember to use your primary colours only to create the secondary 
colours you desire. 

• Make sure you are using the correct name of the tools you are using. 

• You are ONLY creating the background at this point. In your second 
task you will be creating the final piece.



Task 2- Miss Wright’s WAGOLL
• Once my background had dried I then started to 

recreate my own Kandinsky inspired piece of work using chalk. 

I started off drawing I added branches on to

my tree trunk using        tree after shading in the

lines. trunk using the side of 

my chalk. 

• Here is my finished piece- I made sure to blow

off any excess chalk so it didn’t smudge my picture. 



Task 2
• Once your background has dried I would like you to then 

recreate your own Kandinsky inspired piece of work, using 
chalk, pencil or pastels.

• Here is an example of a finished piece of work based on 
Kandinsky’s artwork: 

• As you can see the background was made using lots of colour 
and then charcoal was applied over the background to create 
the final piece. 



Evaluate 

• Share your work with someone.

• What worked well? 

• What do you like about it?

• What could you improve? Even better if…


